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KEY FEATURES

1-FLEET INVENTORY TRACKING

All editions of novel Fleet management system will track an unlimited 

number of fleet vehicles and equipment. You can track all of the descriptive 

details that you need to manage your fleet, including the year, make, model, 

serial number, and all of the information that is critical to your business. You 

even have user-definable fields for tracking additional equipment facts that 

are important to you. You don't have to be - or hire - a computer 

programmer to tailor Novel Fleet management system to meet your needs.

2-PREVENTATIVE MAINTENANCE:

Novel Fleet Management System Makes It Easy To See When An 

Automobile, Truck, Or Other Piece Of Equipment Is Due For Service. 

Automated And Color-Coded Preventive Maintenance (pm) Alerts Will 

Automatically Display Each Time You Start The Program. Equipment Due 

(or Overdue) For Service Will Be Shaded "red," While Equipment Soon Due 

For Service Will Be Shaded "yellow". You'll Know Immediately Where Your 

Fleet Stands At Any Given Time. Novel Fleet Management System 

Provides A Wide Range Of Pm Services That Are Already Defined For You. 

However, You Can Easily Customize The List Or Create Your Own 

Maintenance Schedules Based On The Tracking Requirements Of Your 

Fleet. You Can Track Your Pm By Date, Mileage, Hours, Or Kilometers
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4- HISTORY RECORDING:

Tracking history is one of the most vital tasks when managing a fleet. Good 

records can be used to analyze costs, and monitor trends in wear, neglect 

and abuse of your equipment. And historical information can be the 

determining factor when you decide to keep or retire a vehicle or piece of 

equipment. When you perform maintenance activities on your fleet, novel 

fleet management system keeps track of all of the important details. The 

software generates a preventive and repair maintenance history that lists all 

of the maintenance performed on your equipment. This report includes the 

costs of preventative maintenance, repairs, parts, labor, and more. In 

addition, novel fleet management system provides a wealth of history 

reports that can be used to analyze your history data over time, to establish 

the equipment’s cost effectiveness to your company.

3- REPAIR MAINTENANCE:

Tracking repair maintenance is just as important as tracking preventive 

maintenance. Keeping track and monitoring trends in repair maintenance 

can help you decide whether to keep or retire a vehicle or piece of 

equipment. With novel fleet management system, your maintenance and 

repair records are captured automatically. In addition to pm scheduling, the 

software logs and can schedule repairs for unexpected problems that 

drivers encounter. 
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5-FUEL TRACKING

Monitoring fuel consumption and economy is also an important part of your job. 

When novel fleet management system records fuel transactions, the software 

performs numerous fuel statistics calculations that show you trends in wear and 

abuse of your equipment. The software also provides a fuel import utility which 

will completely eliminate manual data entry as it imports data from your existing 

fuel card system.

You can also customize this maintenance tracking software to track the types of 

information that are important to you, and print detailed reports that tell you 

where you stand at any given time.

6-PARTS INVENTORY

Easily track the usage of parts on your fleet with the Deluxe Edition of NOVEL 

FLEET MANAGEMENT SYSTEM. You can itemize parts used when recording 

any maintenance performed, and generate parts usage reports.

If you also need stock tracking capabilities, the Shop Edition will provide you a 

complete set of parts inventory features, including stock management, part 

associations, reorder notifications, and a built-in purchase order system. 

7- WORK ORDERS (SHOP EDITION ONLY):

In addition to reporting any maintenance that is due, the work order 

system will automatically generate work orders for each piece of 

equipment based on this due maintenance. If you've configured the 

software to do so, the parts required to perform the maintenance 

will also be automatically included on the work order.

8- FLEXIBLE REPORTING:

We know how important reports are to your fleet maintenance 

management work. Unfortunately, most software companies take 

this lightly and include inadequate reporting modules in their 

software. This is where novel Fleet management system excels. 

We give you more than reports at your fingertips. From simple fleet 

listing reports to detailed periodical cost analysis reports, 

everything you need is included. There is also a report editor tool 

that lets you easily make adjustments to any of the stock reports 

included with novel Fleet management system. 
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